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Abstract

The notion of the Haagerup approximation property, originally introduced for von Neumann algebras equipped
with a faithful normal tracial state, is generalized to arbitrary von Neumann algebras. We discuss two equivalent
characterisations, one in terms of the standard form and the other in terms of the approximating maps with respect
to a fixed faithful normal semifinite weight. Several stability properties, in particular regarding the crossed product
construction are established and certain examples are introduced.
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Résumé

Généralisations de la propriété d’approximation de Haagerup pour les algèbres de von Neumann
arbitraires

La notion de la propriété d’approximation de Haagerup, introduite à l’origine pour les algèbres de von Neumann
ayants une trace finie, normale, et fidèle, est généralisée pour les algèbres de von Neumann arbitraires. Nous
discutons deux caractérisations équivalentes : une du point de vue de la représentation standard et une autre
du point de vue des applications linéaires approximatives liées à un poids fidèle, normal, semifini. Quelques
propriétés de permanence, en particulier celles concernantes les produits croisés, sont établies et certains exemples
sont introduits.
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1. Introduction

The Haagerup property for a locally compact group has its origins in the celebrated paper [9], where
U. Haagerup proved that the length function on the free group is conditionally negative definite. This
fact, i.e. the existence on a group G of a proper continuous conditionally negative definite function can
be viewed as a natural relaxation of amenability of G and has later proved to be a natural and influential
notion in geometric group theory, dynamical systems and operator algebras (see [3]). In particular already
in 1983 M. Choda showed in [4] that if G is discrete, then it has the Haagerup property if and only
if the group von Neumann algebra of G equipped with its natural trace has a certain von Neumann
algebraic approximation property, which came to be known as the Haagerup approximation property for
a von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal tracial state. The latter property was also motivated by
the study of cocycle actions on von Neumann algebras ([5]). Later, still in the framework of finite von
Neumann algebras, it was studied in detail by P. Jolissaint in [10], where he proved in particular that in
fact it does not depend on the choice of the faithful normal tracial state.

It is fair to say that the interest in extending the notion of the Haagerup property to infinite von
Neumann algebras (or even just considering non-tracial states when building L2-approximations on finite
von Neumann algebras) was rather limited for several years due to the fact that in general there is no
hope to characterise the Haagerup property for a non-discrete group via its von Neumann algebra. In
the same spirit as the relation between amenability of G and injectivity of V N(G) breaks down for non-
discrete groups. This changed drastically in the last few years, with the advent of a study of the Haagerup
property for discrete and locally compact quantum groups. It was initiated by the study of the dual of
the quantum free orthogonal and free unitary group by M. Brannan ([1]) and then continued in several
directions (see [6] and references therein). The key factor lies in the fact that the natural (Haar) states on
the von Neumann algebras of discrete groups need not be tracial, so to characterise the Haagerup property
for a discrete quantum group via its von Neumann algebra, one first needs to develop an understanding
of the von Neumann algebraic Haagerup approximation property in absence of a tracial state.

The authors of this note approached this question from two directions: MC and AS in [2] studied a direct
variant of the original definition, based on the existence of the approximating completely positive maps
which behave well with respect to a given faithful normal weight and whose L2-GNS implementations are
compact, whereas RO and RT in [12] worked in the framework of standard forms, partly motivated by the
approach to injectivity due to A. Torpe ([15]). After the original versions of these preprints were circulated,
the current authors observed that in fact the two approaches lead to equivalent notions (although this
only becomes clear after the respective theories are fully developed). In this note we summarise the main
results regarding the Haagerup property for arbitrary von Neumann algebras, referring to [2] and [12] for
the proofs of the presented statements.

We assume throughout that the von Neumann algebras we consider have separable preduals and follow
the notation of [14].
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2. Main results

Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let ϕ be a normal semifinite faithful weight on M. The GNS
Hilbert space arising as the completion of the set nϕ := {x ∈ M : ϕ(x∗x) <∞} with respect to the norm
associated to the scalar product 〈x, y〉ϕ := ϕ(y∗x) will be denoted by L2(M, ϕ), and the GNS embedding
map nϕ → L2(M, ϕ) by Λϕ. If Φ : M→ M is a normal, completely positive map which is ϕ-non-increasing,
i.e. it satisfies the inequality ϕ(Φ(x)) ≤ ϕ(x) for all x ∈ M+, then Φ induces a bounded map on L2(M, ϕ)
via the continuous linear extension of the prescription Λϕ(nϕ)→ Λϕ(nϕ) : Λϕ(x) 7→ Λϕ(Φ(x)).

Definition 2.1 Let M be a von Neumann algebra and let ϕ be a normal semifinite faithful weight on M.
We say that M has the Haagerup approximation property with respect to ϕ if there exists a sequence of
completely positive, ϕ-non-increasing maps (Φn)∞n=1 on M such that the associated induced maps on the
Hilbert space L2(M, ϕ) are compact and converge to IL2(M,ϕ) strongly.

In fact, the Haagerup property automatically implies control over the completely positive maps Φn.

Proposition 2.2 If a von Neumann algebra M has the Haagerup property with respect to a normal faithful
state ϕ then the completely positive maps (Φn)∞n=1 may be chosen such that Φn(1) = 1 and ϕ ◦ Φn = ϕ.

Recall that if M is a von Neumann algebra, then a quadruple (M,H, J,P) is said to be a standard form
of M if H is a Hilbert space on which M is faithfully and non-degenerately represented, J is a conjugate-
linear isometry of H with J2 = 1 and P ⊂ H a self-dual closed convex cone, such that JMJ = M ′, J
fixes P pointwise and xJxJ fixes P globally for each x ∈ M. The existence (and uniqueness up to unitary
equivalence) of standard forms was established in [8].

If (M,H, J,P) is a standard form of M and T is a bounded linear operator acting on H then we say that
T is positive if it preserves the cone P. Similarly, using the fact that if n ∈ N then the standard form of
the von Neumann algebra Mn(M) can be realised in the form (Mn(M),Mn(H), Jn,P(n)), where P(n) is a
certain cone in the Hilbert space Mn(H) (identified as the tensor product of H and Mn equipped with the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm), we can also say that T ∈ B(H) is completely positive if for all n ∈ N the natural
matrix lifting T (n) : Mn(H)→Mn(H) preserves the cone P(n) (see [11] and [13]).

Definition 2.3 Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a standard form (M,H, J,P). We say that M has
the standard form Haagerup approximation property if there exists a sequence of contractive completely
positive compact operators (Tn)∞n=1 on H such that Tn

n→∞−→ IH strongly.

Theorem 2.4 Let M be a von Neumann algebra with separable predual. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(i) M has the standard form Haagerup approximation property;

(ii) M has the Haagerup approximation property with respect to some normal semifinite faithful weight
ϕ;

(iii) M has the Haagerup approximation property with respect to every normal semifinite faithful weight
ϕ.

If M is a finite von Neumann algebra they are also equivalent to the Haagerup approximation property as
defined and studied in [4] and [10].

In view of the above theorem and the comments before we will simply say that a von Neumann algebra
M with separable predual has the Haagerup property if it satisfies the equivalent conditions above. We
will postpone the discussion of the proof of Theorem 2.4 to the last part of the article.
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Theorem 2.5 The following classes of (possibly infinite) von Neumann algebras have the Haagerup
property:

– injective von Neumann algebras, in particular B(H) ([12, Corollary 2.10]);
– von Neumann algebras of discrete quantum groups with the Haagerup property ([6]); in particular

the von Neumann algebras of the duals of the quantum free orthogonal and unitary groups ([7]).

The Haagerup property is also stable under several natural von Neumann algebraic constructions, which
we list in the next theorem.

Theorem 2.6 The Haagerup property is stable under the following constructions:
– tensor products: M1⊗M2 has the Haagerup property if and only if both M1 and M2 have the Haagerup

property;
– direct sums:

⊕
n∈N Mn has the Haagerup property if and only if each Mn has the Haagerup property;

– passing to the commutant: M has the Haagerup property if and only if M′ does;
– passing to a corner: if p ∈ M is a projection and M has the Haagerup property then pMp has

the Haagerup property, moreover if (pn)∞n=1 is an increasing sequence of projections in M strongly
convergent to 1M and each pnMpn has the Haagerup property, then M has the Haagerup property;

– taking conditional expectations: if M has the Haagerup property and N is a von Neumann algebra
which is the image of a conditional expectation E : M→ N (not necessarily normal!) then N has the
Haagerup property.

Crucially, the Haagerup property behaves well under crossed products, especially by amenable groups.

Theorem 2.7 Let G be a locally compact group and let α : G→ Aut(M) be a continuous action of G on
the von Neumann algebra M (this means that α is a homomorphism and the map G 3 g 7→ αg(x) ∈ M is
strongly continuous for each x ∈ M). Then the following hold:

(i) if Moα G has the Haagerup property, then M has the Haagerup property;

(ii) if G is amenable and M has the Haagerup property, then Moα G has the Haagerup property.

The latter result can also be generalised to crossed products by the actions of locally compact amenable
quantum groups with amenable duals.

Recall that the core of a von Neumann algebra M is the crossed product of M by the action of the
modular automorphism of a normal semifinite faithful weight on M (it is known to be independent of the
choice of such a weight). Theorem 2.7 implies directly the following corollary.

Corollary 2.8 A von Neumann algebra has the Haagerup property if and only if its core does.

Corollary 2.8 is established separately for the Haagerup approximation property with respect to a
normal semifinite faithful weight [2] and for the standard form Haagerup approximation property [12]
(see Definitions 2.1 and 2.3). This forms the key to the proof of Theorem 2.4. Following [2] the passage
to the semifinite core allows one to prove the implication (ii)=⇒(iii) in Theorem 2.4. On the other hand,
since the core of any von Neumann M can be decomposed as a tensor product of a finite von Neumann
algebra N and a I∞-factor, this shows that for both the Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 the Haagerup property
of M is equivalent to the Haagerup property of N which in turn agrees with the existing notion of the
Haagerup approximation property in the case of finite von Neumann algebras. In addition it deserves
to be emphasized that the proof of Proposition 2.2 relies on explicit constructions of the approximating
maps providing the stability properties of Theorem 2.7 in terms of Definition 2.1.
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